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WEMESURF, Damage by contact problem, June 2010
Study of fretting crack propagation
The fretting phenomenon occurs when two solid surfaces in contact are
subjected to high pressure and an oscillatory relative movement of small
amplitude. Fretting is an important phenomenon in industrial sectors such as
energy, aerospace, and railway transport, because it decreases the fatigue strength
of materials. This can cause initiation and subsequent propagation of cracks in
the vicinity of the contact zone. If the cracks reach a critical size in presence of
fatigue loading, this may eventually lead to the complete failure of the mechanical
structure.
In this mini project we will compute the stress and strain field due to a fretting
contact and use them to calculate the stress intensity factors arising at the crack tip.
Different crack length will be studied and the life time of the crack propagation will
be estimated.
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About the industrial sector
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Numerical simulation

A significant numbers of failures in turbine engine components are attributed
to fretting fatigue damage. Examples of these are routinely seen in dovetail joints
of turbine engine.
A cylinder/plate contact model is
used to simplify the disk-blade
contact.

In this case, the centrifugal force produces a normal pressure at the blade-disk
contact and the vibrations of the structure introduce an oscillatory movement of
small amplitude. It’s a typical fretting contact problem.

– The mesh geometry file fretting_*.geof : contains the position of a the
mesh nodes, the definition of the elements, all groups of elements and groups
of nodes.
– The computation input file calcul.inp : contains commands to transform
mesh geometry files (pre-processing), to control the FE computation, to
transform the results of FE computations (post-processing).
– The material behaviour file alu.mat : contains the material properties.
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This figure depicts the idea behing this
FE fretting model. P represents the normal
load ifrom the centrifugal force while Q
represent the tangential cyclic load induced
by the vibrations. Small cracks have been
introduced within the FE mesh ; note that
the contact and the crack tip zones have
been refined to capture the strong stress
gradients. A contour integral algorithm is
used at the crack tip (see hatched area) to
extract the energy release rate G.
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3.1

Proposed works
A look at the input files

You will fing several directory corresponding to the different crack lengthes.
For instance the directory calcul_100 contains all files for the computation with
cracks of 100 µm. To go into one of the folder you can use the command cd
calcul_100. Similarly use cd .. to come back to the main folder.
Assuming you are in folder calcul_100 for instance, open the
fretting_100.geof file using the Zmaster program by running the command
Zmaster fretting_100.geof. Try to find the position of each nset and elset,
have a general view of the FE model. Get yourself familiar with Zmaster that is
used both for looking at the mesh and to visualise the results.
Open the calcul.inp file using gedit calcul.inp or your favourite editor.
The definition of the FE computation starts with ****calcul.
– At first the ***mesh is specified.
– The part ***resolution is used to specify the main parameters used
to solve the problem. **sequence 1 specifies the first loading sequence
parameters (the normal loading of the contact). **cycles is a second
sequence (for tangential loading of the contact) ; in our simple example,
only one cycle is computed. The load is linearly applied so that the full
loading is achieved after 3 seconds. The part **automatic_time specifies
that when the convergence is not achieved in an increment, the time step is
automatically reduced.
– In the part ***bc the boundary conditions are defined. With
**impose_nodal_dof the displacement of a group of nodes is defined
in space (directions U1, U2). With **impose_nodal_reaction the force
acting on each node of a group of nodes is set. The time dependance is
indicated by the name of a table containing the data. As before the group of
nodes, direction, amount and time need to be specified.
– The part ***equation allows us to specify a law for the common
displacement of nodes. The type **mpc1 specifies that the group of nodes
EDGE_PLANE has a common displacement in direction U1 and U2.
– In the part ***table the time tables used in the boundary conditions are

defined.
– The ***contact is defined with the **solve_method and some solver
parameters. The definition of the contact **zone is done by assigning
2 surfaces as a *impactor/*target pair. The coefficient of friction is
specified. The *warning_distance is that distance, within which the
*target surface searches for nodes of the *impactor surface at the start
of a computation increment. If a *impactor/*target pair is more distant
than the indicated value, the contact will not be recognized in the increment.
– In the ***material part the material file is indicated.

3.2

Running the calculations

You have to run the computations for all crack lengthes. For each length go
to the appropriate folder e.g. run cd calcul_050 for the first length. Execute the
calculation by running Zrun calcul.inp and then the post-processing by Zrun
-pp calcul.inp. The stress intensity factor for mode I and II are calculated by
the post-processing, and are available in the file calcul.post after that step.
After the computation finished, you can examine the result with Zmaster by
running the command Zmaster calcul.ut.

3.3

Life predictions

You have just computed the evolution of mode I and mode II stress intensity
factors as a function of crack length a. We can assume as a first approximation,
that the crack growth rate da/dN can be described by the Paris Law :
da
= C(∆K)m
dN
In our case we can compute the stress intensity factor range ∆K simply by :
q
∆K = KI2 + KII2
As the final step of this project, compute and plot the crack propagation curve
a = f (N).

